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A possible approach to improve teaching
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background

stewart 1988 comments that writing is an eexcellentxcell ent tool to express oneself as well

as develop the mind and has the valuable function of spreading new information and

discoveries to readers perlperipenipend 1980 also suggests that writing is a tool for discovery of

personal ideas and writing instruction should be based on developing creativity

however secondary students in hong kong and elsewhere seem to find writing english

their second language a source of frustration rather than self expression because what is

done in the composition lessons does not seem to conform to the purposes of writing

described above

the pressure of examination exerts great influence in the style of teaching writing in

many places around the word with practice being strictly modeled on the format of

examination papers at all levels writing takes place in a very stressful atmosphere with

no opportunity for interaction between the students and the teacher students are required

to observe rigidly the time limit and essay length and are made to understand that if they

cannot produce the required number of words in the daily lessons they will likely fail in

the assessment even if students cannot finish their compositions in class they are not

allowed to complete them at home but must hand in the assignment on the same day using

recess lunch time to finish it it is not uncommon to find students agonizing for a whole

day in school to meet a particular target word number every writing lesson is a testing

lesson within which students can seek no help either from classmates or the teacher it

seems clear that under such circumstances students do not enjoy writing at all in school

students are usually unable to produce an organized piece of work of examination

standard they lack appropriate vocabulary to express their thoughts and they are unable

to present arguments logically there are also serious problems in their grammar to
solve these problems in writing compositions are usually heavily guided with teachers

providing a fixed outline as well as vocabulary and grammatical structures for students

to follow teachers also tend to reward students for compliance to the prescribed outline

and structure because the resulting product will look better organize some students will

try to write creatively deviating from the set outline but their efforts are rewarded by

numerous red marks from teachers indicating all the errors they made
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in marking students compositions heavy emphasis is placed on accuracy and

teachers are expected to highlight every grammatical error students make and hence many

spend hours and hours painstakingly marking compositions they always feel

disappointed because their students work is often disorganized and laden with all sorts of
grammatical errors demoralizing comments are usually written by the teachers to vent
their indignation about students poor performance composition corrections usually take

place during the following week students on receiving their compositions often feel

disappointed because their work is full of red marks and sporadic one or two word

comments that do not make much sense to them cohen 1987 investigated the effect of
feedback given to students on their writing observing that students do not understand
many of the general comments directed to them by the teacher teachers cannot often
afford the time to clarify their intentions to the students students are then asked to copy
the corrected composition or the problematic sentences again as corrections

it seems that writing is an ordeal to be completed by students and that marking

compositions becomes a chore to be completed by teachers the problem is that despite

such painstaking efforts on the part of the teachers to correct errors students do not seem

to make much progress in their writing and the same kinds of mistakes occur repeatedly

with no sign of eradication one would question the effectiveness of this long

established approach to the teaching of writing and doubt whether such an approach which

examines only the end product without giving help to students in the process of writing
will benefit students in the acquisition of 12 literacy

process approach to teaching of writing

whereas traditional approaches have failed in producing competent writers the more

recent process approach has shown to be very effective in tertiary settings ng 1994 in
contrast with the traditional approach which focuses on providing students with
grammatical instruction and writing exercises for assessment the process approach sees

writing as occurring in a recursive and convoluted manner A process in which the writer

begins with developing and organizing ideas writing multiple drafts receiving
constructive feedback from peers or teachers and editing before the completion of the

written product with emphasis on meaning rather than form all through the various stages

although the process approach has significantly improved writing instruction in some
of the english speaking countries in the last decade daniels and zemelman 1985 it is

neither fully understood nor widely adopted by many ESL practitioners in south east asia
nga 1994 despite vigorous efforts by training institutions to conduct courses on

process writing the traditional product paradigm continues to exert great influence on the

writing pedagogy in these countries teachers worries are that the process approach
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emphasizing free expression of ideas and writing of several drafts for feedback is too time

consuming to fit in the tight schedule of classroom teaching which is heavily geared

towards examinations whereas such apprehension is justified a number of studies have

shown that the approach can be successfully implemented even in rigid and restrictive

settings through adaptations and modifications of the basic framework stewart 1986

cheung 1989 stewart and cheung 1989 cheung et al 1992 zellermayer 1993 lo10
1994 peyton et al 1994

research demonstrating the effectiveness of the process approach in hong kong has

been conducted by stewart 1986 with a group of tertiary students and cheung 1989

with a class of form one 12 year old students in both occasions the adapted process

approach was superimposed on the traditional product oriented model results show that

students make improvement on their quality of writing in terms of an increased amount of

information in their content more appropriate use of language and a stronger sense of the

writing purpose lo10 1994 reports her successful experience of using the process

approach to improve the writing skills of a class of form three students in hong kong
stewart and cheung 1992 remark that the process approach can be implemented

smoothly if it is introduced gradually with appropriate modifications to address the

constraints imposed by the traditional framework it is encouraging to know that the

process instruction can also be used effectively to prepare 12 students to write

examination answers lynch 1988

there are also attempts by teachers in the united states to apply the notion of the

process approach to conduct writing workshops to teach english language learners whose

first language is spanish from elementary to high school levels peyton et al 1994

here the teachers modified the process oriented model to negotiate with the severe

constraints of limited time space and resources present in the school system to solve the

problem of limited time for example teachers integrated the writing workshop with

content area study to achieve learning objectives teachers in the writing workshop all

reported positive changes in students writing performance in that they showed better

attitudes towards writing overcame the need to write error free compositions interacted

more successfully with their peers and scored better on the district writing test than their

counterparts who had not participated in the workshop

in israel the demands of the highly centralized educational system are constantly

presenting challenges to teachers who attempt to incorporate the process approach in the

current writing curriculum which places heavy emphasis on examination assessment

teaching of writing is conducted in a very severely restrictive condition of having to

follow a rigid syllabus tight space limited time and sometimes poor teaching facilities

the tel aviv university conducted workshops and followupfollow up meetings to train secondary
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teachers to use process writing oriented methods findings suggest that the traditional

curriculum has not deterred teachers from practicing the process approach and that they

manage to integrate some essential elements of the model to the existing writing

instruction zellermayer 1993

it seems that the process approach can function well even in adverse conditions of
resource constraints and rigid school curricula if teachers show a clear understanding of
the approach and make judicious adjustments and modifications to suit a particular

teaching context pennington and cheung 1993 point out that it is important for teachers
to identify uncontrollable as well as controllable factors in their teaching contexts so as

to work out realistically modifications that suit the work situations p 31 heng and

heng 1995 in a malaysian context observe that teachers own experience with the

process approach is essential to the understanding of the notion before effective

adaptations and adoptions of the features of the process approach can be made

As a matter of fact trying to change the ionlonlongiongg estabiestablishedished traditional practices may

involve a tremendous amount of difficulties to accomplish this teachers need time

flexibility and courage to try change try and change again peyton et al 1994 p

484 if encountering obstacles teachers should persevere eventually the process

writing innovations will flourish and teachers can taste the fruit of success

A possible approach that can improve the teaching of writing

the following is a model for classroom practice in the teaching of writing and

providing input and assistance to students at various stages of generating drafting

revising and editing in the process of writing

generating

since student writers do not seem to have ideas to write in their composition lessons
and the requirement of writing to a certain target word limit has always been a source of
agony teachers may help students gather ideas for writing at the beginning of the writing
task so as to teach students how ideas can be stimulated keh 1989 tries out a mixture
of idea generating activities including brainsbrainstormingtonning reading listening doing surveys
quickwritingquickwriting and the like with a group of students studying at a tertiary institution in

hong kong hepburn 1992 also suggests that audiovisualaudio visual input may be provided to the

students at the generating stage to motivate them to write the following is a list of
activities that teachers may consider to help students develop ideas prior to the act of
writing
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1 brainstorming

brainstonbraunstonbrainstormingning is an idea generating activity in which students are asked to think of as

many ideas as possible related to a given topic keh 1989 this can be done with the

whole class with the teacher listing the ideas on the blackboard or in small groups with

the students writing down the ideas by themselves for senior form students forms 6 and

7 who are required to write argumentative essays the teacher can suggest a title for the

students to agree or disagree with and give reasons to support their position

2 quickwritingQuickwriting

quickwritingQuickwriting is a way to train students to develop ideas quickly on a given topic

students are asked to write continuously without stopping for two minutes for example

to express their own opinions or explore new ideas on the topic students are reminded

that the importance of this activity is to discover meaning and not the production of

grammatical sentences and hence students can write in a stress free atmosphere papers

can be swapped between classmates who will further give comments to each others ideas

teachers should first show students how quickwritingquickwriting should be done so that students have

an idea of what the technique is like brainstorming and quickwritingquickwriting are very good

strategies particularly useful for students who have to produce a piece of writing within a

specified period of time as in tests and examinations

3 reading

articles from various sources such as books newspapers magazines and so on

related to the topic of writing are prepared for students to read in order to collect more

ideas for writing students can also be involved in identifying appropriate articles for the

reading task students are encouraged tat6to read the text interrogatively and give comments

the reading is followed by small group discussions to obtain more ideas from peers

4 listening

teachers can also read aloud articles related to the given topic for students to write

down information which they can use in their writing in addition to generating more ideas

to write such an activity can also train students in listening comprehension and taking

notes which are important examination skills tapes by a variety of speakers can also be

played to expose students to different accents and voices

5 doing surveys

this may be an activity that students take part in after school people from all walks

of life may be interviewed by students to gather various opinions on a given topic such

firsthandfirst hand experience in collecting information for their own writing will motivate students
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for the task hepburn 1992 A lot more ideas from various sources will be brought in to

their writing

6 using audiovisualaudio visual input

teachers can make use of video recording of funny cartoons from television or
education television programs ETV to help students extend their imagination in story
writing audio taped stories can also be used for the same purpose simultaneously

training students listening comprehension ability

T7 building up vocabulary

A lack of vocabulary in expressing what they want to say in the 12 is always a great

hindrance to the smooth production of text although students may not lack imagination

to write they may not have sufficient vocabulary for the given topics despite teachers

effort to help them teachers may start providing appropriate vocabulary about the topic

but given that every student will have different ideas to express it may be difficult for

teachers to detect what expressions are causing difficulties to students occasionally
teachers may allow students to say the expressions that they do not know how to express
in their 12 by using their mother tongue and teachers may demonstrate how such
expressions can be represented in the 12 hence students may be encouraged to

communicative their intended meaning in spite of their inadequacy in the language
pierson 1990 suggests that local teachers have the advantage of understanding students

difficulties and thus will be in a better position to detect problems and planning remedial

programs

to prepare students for examination timed writing in the classroom is also an

important practice after students have been accustomed to the above methods of
generating ideas they should be given the opportunity to apply what they have learned
under examination conditions since students have difficulties in writing to the target
word limit for examination the skills they have learned for generating ideas may
accelerate the writing process and minimize the pressure of not being able to write enough
words for assessment

drafting

teachers should explain to the students that the first draft should focus on the ideas

they want to communicate it may be modified at a later stage either for clarification or
elaboration of the meaning or for stylistic changes based on the feedback by their peers

or teacher students should be reminded to think of the purpose and the audience of
writing in order to deal with the time constraint drafting can be done at home
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revising

revision is an essential component in the development of LIll11 and 12 writing

competence flower et aal 1986 point out that revision is a way to improve content and

structure of a piece of writing peer revision can sharpen awareness as writers and

audience enhancing social growth huff and kline 1987 p 137 hedgcock and

lefkowitz 1992 investigate the effect of oralauraloralaural revision requiring students to read out

their compositions to their peers who would then give feedback after they had listened to

their reading the performance of two groups of students in their writing was compared

the first group receiving careful teacher feedback and the second group having peer

feedback conducted in an oralauraloralaural mode results show that the two groups improved in

different areas the teacher feedback group performing better in grammatical aspects and

thepeertoepeerthe peer feedback group doing better in content organization and vocabulary hedgcock

and lefkowitz 1992 conclude that peer feedback may not necessarily be more effective

than teacher feedback but it does provide an opportunity for students to comment on the

content of one anothersothersan work in a stress free setting

feedback whether given by teachers or peers has been proved to be beneficial to

developing writing competence in students partridge 19811981 collaborative revision helps

to enhance audience awareness writing becomes a task for communication rather than a

regular exercise to be completed for teacher assessment the supportive atmosphere in

the classroom helps instill confidence in students despite benefits brought about by peer

revision however some researchers doubt the usefulness of such practice freedman

1985 flynn 1982 found that peers were unable to produce helpful and focused

comments to their partners in view of this stanley 1992 suggests that students should

be adequately prepared in order to become peer evaluators she concludes that peer

revisionrevision cannot be a very productive activity without sufficient training and preparation

work given to the students

guidelines should be given to students when carrying out the revision task they
should be make very clear that the focus of writing is communication hence in

evaluating their peers work they should concentrate on the content and idea development

first the following checklist may be used as a guideline for peer evaluation

1 what is the main idea for each paragraph write them down briefly in the

margin

2 are the ideas clearly expressed which idea is unclear to you

3 are the ideas related to the given topic any irrelevant ideas

4 are the ideas logically presented if not try to restructure them
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5 are there any ideas you think are lacking

6 are there any ideas you find confusing how would you clarify them

the above list is by no means exhaustive teachers can tailor make the revision

checklist for various classes the central idea is that when doing their revision students

should pay attention first to the content structure and organization of the composition

rather than grammatical accuracy

after students have done their evaluation teachers may go over their drafts and give

additional comments and input for improvement student teacher conferences may be

held to help weaker students clarify the comments given to them both by their peers and

teacher before students attend the conference they should go over their drafts very

carefully thinking on how their writing can be improved during the conference the

teacher will also give immediate feedback to students

editing

this should be done after the revision of content and structure mainly for the

improvement of style and the elimination of mechanical errors such as spelling

punctuation and other surface features corrections of the form at an early stage will

discourage students from writing creatively and have negative consequences in the

learning of writing when doing evaluation at this stage students should be told that the

focus of the editing task will be rather different from that of the revision in that attention
should be paid to the modifications of surface forms and the improvement of the language
on completion of the editing work students will write the final version for submission to

the teacher again this part can be done as homework

corrections

the current practice of asking students to copy the corrected composition once may
not be very helpful to students for an essay of 500 words students might need to spend
one whole period to make their corrections and the problem is that there is no guarantee
that students will leamlearn from this kind of copying exercise

the curriculum development committee hong kong ministry of education 1983

recommended the use of correction cards compiled by the teachers to deal with individual
grammatical problems the cards are classified into different grammatical categories
consisting of explanation on the front and exercises on the back for students to practice
students having a particular grammatical error may identify the appropriate card to work
on the preparation of such cards may take a long period of time to start teachers may

design a few in the first year and then accumulate them year after year till a full collection
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of grammatical items are prepared although the preparation of cards is time consuming

they may be very useful in the long run and save the time of students in copying the
valuable class time may be spend more profitably with students dealing with their own

problems

publishing good work

it is highly motivating for students to have their work read out or published holmes

and moulton 1994 teachers may choose a few pieces of good work to be published in

class magazines or on bulletin boards notes or comments on why a paragraph or an idea

is good is a useful means of letting other students know the standard of good writing

afterthought

in retrospect it may be seen that the model of writing presented above benefited

students a great deal students develop better human relationships because the atmosphere

in the peer discussion session is relaxing and non threatening and they are more willing

to take risks in experimenting with the language they have newly acquired because there

is no penalty for making mistakes the model also provides students with enough ideas

to write and creates a real purpose and audience in writing the peer review sessions also

give an opportunity for student to integrate speaking listening reading and writings skills

and students are encouraged to develop creativity and originality in their writing the
approach has given rise to a group of writers who are willing to exchange their ideas with

one other and who have developed a better rapport among themselves
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